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Introduction 

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic 
disrupted every aspect of the sporting value chain. The 
sports industry as a whole provides millions of jobs and 
has an estimated value of US$756 billion annually.1 The 
global cancellation of sporting events affected athletes, 
teams, leagues, and media that broadcast games. The 
three main sources of income for professional sports 
leagues – broadcasting (sales of media rights), commercial 
(sponsorship and advertising partnerships) and match day 
revenue (ticketing and hospitality) – all decreased 
significantly.2  

The sector has been characterized by what is known as the 
“sporting exception”: unlike other sectors in the world of 
work, some parts of sport are governed by the rules of 
sporting federations, which are often viewed as operating 
independently from labour law and other national laws. 
Although players are increasingly seeking to resolve 
issues through recourse to labour, administrative or civil 
law, and there is a growing international consensus on the 
application of international standards to athletes, the 
industry has been slow to adapt to this approach and still 
invokes the “specificity of sport”. 

 
1 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, “The Impact of COVID-19 on Sport, Physical Activity and Well-Being and its Effects on Social 

Development”, 15 May 2020. 
2 Stefan Brambilla Hall, “This is How COVID-19 is Affecting the World of Sports”, World Economic Forum, 9 April 2020.  
3 ILO, Decent Work in the World of Sport (Geneva: 2019). 
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The sector is also marked by its use of a variety of contract 
types, primarily fixed-term contracts. Some athletes are 
independent contractors (in mixed martial arts (MMA) and 
other individual sports, for example). At times there is a 
complete absence of a contract. The working conditions of 
athletes vary across regions and disciplines, between 
team and individual sports, and within a wide spectrum. 
Moreover, many athletes have dual careers, combining 
their sporting career with higher education, vocational 
education or employment, in some cases involving 
complex employment relationships within sport.3 Athletes’ 
terms and conditions may be governed by various bodies, 
including clubs and national or international sports 
bodies, sometimes with overlapping mandates.  

https://www.un.org/development/desa/dspd/2020/05/covid-19-sport/
https://www.un.org/development/desa/dspd/2020/05/covid-19-sport/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/sports-covid19-coronavirus-excersise-specators-media-coverage/
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/---sector/documents/meetingdocument/wcms_728119.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ST_vs_Gloucester_-_Match_-_23.JPG
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 The impact of COVID-19 

Business and employment 

Measures aimed at limiting the spread of the pandemic 
had a drastic effect on athletes and businesses at all levels 
of elite sports, depriving federations, leagues, teams and 
individuals of income and exacerbating pre-existing 
issues. Major sporting events around the world, such as 
the Tokyo 2020 Summer Olympics and Paralympics, were 
postponed. International, national and regional leagues 
were suspended, from the National Football League (NFL) 
in the United States of America to the UEFA Champions 
League and the FIBA Africa Basketball League, to name a 
few. While most sporting events and competitions have 
now resumed, pandemic-related cancellations and 
postponements are still affected competitions in Asia at 
the end of 2022. 

The cancellation or postponement of competitions 
resulted in tremendous losses of revenue to federations, 
clubs and leagues from the sale of tickets, concessions 
and merchandise, as well as from sponsorships and 
broadcasting. Consequently, it also profoundly affected 
the financial security of most athletes, disrupting their 
income from funding, sponsorship and salaries. Some 
were furloughed; many found themselves with reduced 
salaries or unemployed, often in countries lacking 
adequate social protection. Sponsorship contracts were 
also reduced, cancelled or postponed. For athletes without 
annual contracts, the postponement of events such as the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games represented a loss of 
potential income related to medal and participation 
bonuses. To find new sources of income, athletes were 
obliged to take on jobs outside their profession (for 
example as street vendors)4 or to retrain professionally.5  

The pandemic also exacerbated the problems athletes 
face with late payment, while some had their contracts 
unlawfully terminated. In turn, this also contributed to 

 
4 Brian Homewood, “Players in Asia Face Uphill Battle for their Rights, Says Union”, Reuters, 29 September 2020. 
5 Sport en Commun, “COVID-19 Tests Development of Sport in Africa”, 21 May 2021. 
6 France 24, “Covid Adds Fuel to the Match-Fixing Fire: Expert”, 25 October 2021. 
7 Tien-Chin Tan and Jung Woo Lee, "Covid-19 and Sport in the Asia Pacific Region", Sport in Society 23, No. 12 (2020): 1883–1888. 
8 Michael Drewes, Frank Daumann and Florian Follert, “Exploring the Sports Economic Impact of COVID-19 on Professional Soccer”, Soccer & Society 22, No. 

1–2 (2021): 125–137. 
9 Jonathan Grix et al., “The Impact of Covid-19 on Sport”, International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics 13, No. 1 (2021): 1–12.  
10 United Kingdom, House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Impact of Covid-19 on DCMS Sectors: First Report, July 2020.  

corruption. A marked increase in match fixing was noted 
in 2021, particularly following the resumption of most 
competitions. Football, tennis and basketball were the 
sports most affected, owing to the large number of 
matches. Players and clubs in difficult financial situations 
were more susceptible to these attempts.6 

Some leagues were able to benefit from the early relaxing 
of public health measures. While the United States and 
Europe were still in complete lockdown, sports in China 
and the Republic of Korea had resumed in empty 
stadiums. The demand for live content from spectators in 
the West brought increased viewership to Chinese 
baseball from the United States and to Korean football 
from Europe.7 Within some competitions, the resumption 
of matches following lockdown saw a temporary levelling 
of the playing field, with major upsets in football and 
tennis.  

Overall, however, measures implemented to limit the 
spread of COVID-19 aggravated pre-existing inequalities. 
Wealthy leagues that depend on broadcasting revenue 
benefited from the resumption of matches, first without 
spectators and later at reduced capacity. In the English 
Premier League, for example, the majority of revenue (59 
per cent) is generated through broadcasting deals.8 
Lower-tier clubs, which tend to be more reliant on ticket 
revenue, did not benefit similarly from the early loosening 
of restrictions.9  

The pandemic also widened the existing gap between 
men’s and women’s sports, particularly with regard to 
visibility and funding. For example, in 2020 numerous 
women’s events in rugby, football, and cycling were 
cancelled, while the men’s equivalents took place.10 The 
gendered impact of the pandemic varied across sports. In 
football, cricket and rugby – in which women’s teams 
receive less funding – athletes lacked access to equipment 
during lockdown by comparison with their male 

https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-soccer-asia-idINKBN26K1SF
https://sportencommun.org/en/actualite/covid-19-tests-development-of-sport-in-africa/
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20211025-covid-adds-fuel-to-the-match-fixing-fire-expert-1
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17430437.2020.1838423
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14660970.2020.1802256
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19406940.2020.1851285?src=recsys
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/2022/documents/19516/default/
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counterparts. An exception to this was the sport of 
netball,11 which is traditionally played by women. 

In general, the pandemic disproportionately affected 
persons with disabilities. Elite athletes were no exception 
to this. Athletes with disabilities, already disadvantaged in 
terms of funding and access to facilities, were further 
affected by cuts to funding for para sport programmes.12 
The pandemic stalled progress on issues they face such as 
marginalization and discrimination.13 

Occupational safety and health 

The cancellation of events to protect athletes’ health had 
unintended negative effects on their physical and mental 
well-being. The confinement period limited athletes’ ability 
to maintain their training practices under the supervision 
of coaches and scientific experts. For many, limited access 
to specialist facilities, equipment and support – especially 
for sportswomen14 and athletes with disabilities15 – 
resulted in deconditioning or detraining. At the 
resumption of competition following lockdown, there was 
pressure to make up for lost time in competition 
calendars, leading to more intensive training and playing 
schedules, which in turn led to a significant increase in 

 
11 Ali Bowes, Lucy Lomax and Jessica Piasecki, “The Impact of the COVID-19 Lockdown on Elite Sportswomen”, Managing Sport and Leisure 27, No. 6 (2022): 

513–529. 
12 Play by the Rules, “The Impact of COVID-19 on Sport for Athletes with Disability”. 
13 Ivana Katsarova, Creating Opportunities in Sport for People with Disabilities (European Parliamentary Research Service, February 2021). 
14 Georgie Bruinvels et al., “COVID-19–Considerations for the Female Athlete”, Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 3, article 606799 (February 2021). 
15 Joy Cabador and Mathew Mendoza, “COVID-19’s Effects on Paralympians” (research poster for University of Houston undergraduate research day 

project); Piotr Urbański, Łukasz Szeliga and Tomasz Tasiemski, “Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on Athletes with Disabilities Preparing for the Paralympic 
Games in Tokyo”, BMC research notes 14, article 233 (2021). 

16 Igor Tak et al., “Sports Participation and Injury Related to the COVID-19 Pandemic: Will Data Support Observations from Clinicians and Athletes?”, BMJ 
Open Sport & Exercise Medicine 8, No. 1 (2022): e001317; Dhruv R. Seshadri et al., “Case Report: Return to Sport Following the COVID-19 Lockdown and its 
Impact on Injury Rates in the German Soccer League”, Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 3, article 604226 (February 2021); FIFPRO, 2021 FIFPRO Player 
Workload Monitoring: Annual Workload Report – Women’s Football and 2022 Player & High Performance Coach Surveys. 

17 Neil Dagnall et al., “The Potential Benefits of Non-Skills Training (Mental Toughness) for Elite Athletes: Coping with the Negative Psychological Effects of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic”, Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 3, article 581431 (September 2021). 

18 Lindsay Woodford and Lauren Bussey, “Exploring the Perceived Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic Social Distancing Measures on Athlete Wellbeing: A 
Qualitative Study Utilising Photo-Elicitation”, Frontiers in Psychology 12, article 624023 (July 2021).  

19 Clifford C. Uroh and Celina M. Adewunmi, “Psychological Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Athletes”, Frontiers in Sports and Active Living 3, article 
603415 (April 2021). 

20 Huw D. Wiltshire, Rashmi Supriya and Julien S. Baker, “COVID-19 Impact on the Sport Sector Economy and Athletic Performance”, Journal of Risk and 
Financial Management 15, No. 4 (2022): 173.  

21 FIFPRO, “COVID-19: Implications for Professional Women’s Football”.  
22 Bowes, Lomax and Piasecki, “The Impact of the COVID-19 Lockdown…”. 
23 Jenna Tomalski et al., “Mental Health Screening for Athletes: Program Development, Implementation, and Evaluation”, Journal of Sport Psychology in 

Action 10, No. 2 (2019): 121–135. 
24 Juan Pons et al., “Where Did All the Sport Go? Negative Impact of COVID-19 Lockdown on Life-Spheres and Mental Health of Spanish Young 

Athletes”, Frontiers in Psychology 11, article 611872 (December 2020).  

injuries in comparison to previous seasons in several 
sports.16 

The absence of competition was experienced by many 
athletes as the loss of a core component of their self-
identity. Compounded by the loss of their vocation and 
income, this led to increased psychological distress,17 with 
athletes reporting feelings of loss, shock and sadness.18 
Individual sports athletes reported higher levels of 
psychological distress than team sports athletes.19 For 
example, a survey of 200 National Basketball Association 
(NBA) players found levels of mental and physical well-
being were maintained.20 During lockdown, many athletes 
were obliged to isolate in foreign countries away from 
their families and friends, putting them at risk of 
developing mental health issues or of existing conditions 
being aggravated.21 The limited access to equipment and 
training support had a greater impact on some 
sportswomen’s mental and physical well-being.22 For child 
athletes, lockdown measures limited their access to 
physical and emotional support staff and, in the case of 
those living in sports academies, to their entourage 
(family and friends). Student athletes were also at an 
increased risk of developing mental health problems,23 
especially young female athletes pursuing a dual career 
(education and sport).24 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23750472.2020.1825988?src=recsys
https://www.playbytherules.net.au/resources/videos/forum-8
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/679096/EPRS_BRI(2021)679096_EN.pdf
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.606799/full
https://uh-ir.tdl.org/handle/10657/7828
https://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-021-05646-0
https://bmcresnotes.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13104-021-05646-0
https://bmjopensem.bmj.com/content/8/1/e001317
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.604226/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.604226/full
https://fifpro.org/media/reufmwpu/2021-fifpro-pwm-womens-annual-report-eng.pdf
https://fifpro.org/media/reufmwpu/2021-fifpro-pwm-womens-annual-report-eng.pdf
https://fifpro.org/media/u0wfy0ba/220610_fifpro_men_pwm_flash_en_digital-2.pdf
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.581431/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.581431/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.624023/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.624023/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fspor.2021.603415/full
https://www.mdpi.com/1911-8074/15/4/173
https://fifpro.org/media/zp3izxhc/fifpro-wf-covid19-new.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/21520704.2019.1604589
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.611872/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.611872/full
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With the loosening of restrictions, there was a need to 
balance athletes’ return to competition with the risk of 
infection.25 Mask, quarantine, testing, bubble, ventilation 
and vaccination measures were put in place to this effect. 
The World Players Association developed a guide to 
returning to work and play, and a number of sports were 
able to conclude successful seasons with limited 
infections, thanks to measures such as single hotel rooms 
for athletes, daily testing and rigorous contact tracing.26 
Sport body policies, funding, access to vaccines, and the 
desire to be vaccinated limited access to events for certain 
athletes. Para athletes with underlying medical conditions 
that put them at increased risk also required particular 
considerations.27 The impact was also gendered, 
depending on the region and sport. For instance, when 
mask mandates were lifted – and despite requests from 
team owners to charter aircraft – women’s basketball and 
soccer leagues in the United States banned teams from 
travelling on charter flights. The obligation for these 
sportswomen to travel using commercial airlines, unlike 
the men’s teams, put them at greater risk of contracting 
COVID-19.28 

For the majority of athletes that did contract the virus, 
symptoms were usually mild and hospitalization rare.29 
Nevertheless, many struggled to return to their previous 
level of fitness for several weeks after infection, with some 
developing “long COVID”.30 The latter group experienced 
persistent symptoms such as shortness of breath, brain 
fog and confusion, among many others, that prevented 
them from returning to play for long periods of time and 
in some cases led players to retire.31  

 
25 Ashley Ying-Ying Wong et al., “Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Sports and Exercise”, Asia-Pacific Journal of Sports Medicine, Arthroscopy, Rehabilitation 

and Technology 22 (October 2020): 39–44.  
26 Annie K. Sparrow et al., “Protecting Olympic Participants from Covid-19 — The Urgent Need for a Risk-Management Approach”, New England Journal of 

Medicine 385, No. 1 (2021): e2. 
27 Play by the Rules, “The Impact of COVID-19…”; RNZ News, “Paralympics NZ Increase Safety Protocols ahead of Games”, 17 August 2021.  
28 “Messi Details Long Bout With COVID Aftereffects”, SportsTravel, 31 May 2022. 
29 Italo Ribeiro Lemes et al., “Acute and Post-Acute COVID-19 Presentations in Athletes: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis”, British Journal of Sports 

Medicine 56, No. 16 (2022): 941–947, giving a figure of 94 per cent of cases. 
30 Dr James Hull, “The Road to Recovery for Athletes with Long COVID”, The Physiological Society (blog), 24 March 2022. 
31 Alex Kirshner, “‘I’m Going Backward’: How Athletes are Dealing With the Uncertainty of Long Covid”, Global Sport Matters, 9 February 2022. 
32 European Elite Athletes Association (EU Athletes), “Impact of the Ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic on Players and their Associations”, 21 October 2020. 
33 Michael H. LeRoy, “COVID-19 Protocols for NCAA Football and the NFL: Does Collective Bargaining Produce Safer Conditions for Players?”, Utah Law Review 

2021, No. 5, article 2 (2021). 
34 EU Athletes, “Preliminary Research on the Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Players and their Player Associations”, June 2020.  
35 Ivana Katsarova, “How Coronavirus Infected Sport” (European Parliamentary Research Service, January 2021). 

Social dialogue 

In Europe, the pandemic initially spurred players to make 
greater demands on athletes’ associations, particularly for 
legal advice (for example regarding unlawful termination 
or modification of contract), financial support and advice, 
dual career and transition support, and mental health 
support.32 In some cases, unions together with sports 
bodies were able to negotiate and establish protection 
mechanisms which reduced exposure to infection, 
providing for higher protection than for athletes not 
represented by workers’ organizations.33 

Social Protection 

The absence of recognized employment contracts for 
many athletes, especially women, made them ineligible 
for government financial support measures.34 For 
example, a recent report found that only 18 per cent of 
women were considered professionals according to FIFA 
regulations, with the majority of remaining players relying 
on other sources of income.35 Many athletes had short-
term contracts, while in some cases there was no written 
contract at all. The lack of health insurance and medical 
coverage, as well as of basic worker protection and rights, 
left athletes vulnerable. Moreover, at several competitions 
players were expected to sign liability waivers in case they 
contracted COVID-19. The precarious financial position in 
which many athletes were left led many to seek other 
sources of revenue, to pursue dual careers or even to 
abandon their athletic careers entirely.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214687320300674?via%3Dihub
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2108567
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/sport/449370/paralympics-nz-increase-safety-protocols-ahead-of-games
https://www.sportstravelmagazine.com/sports-and-covid-19-what-happened-earlier-this-summer/
https://www.physoc.org/blog/the-road-to-recovery-for-athletes-with-long-covid/
https://globalsportmatters.com/health/2022/02/09/how-athletes-dealing-with-uncertainty-long-covid-asia-durr-austin-phyfe/
https://euathletes.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/EUA-Covid19-21.10.2020.pdf
https://dc.law.utah.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1307&context=ulr
https://euathletes.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Preliminary-Research-on-the-impact-of-the-COVID-19-Pandemic-on-Players-and-their-Player-Associations.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/659449/EPRS_BRI(2021)659449_EN.pdf
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Future of the sports sector 

The lack of preparation for the first wave of COVID-19 
prompted countries to plan for future pandemics and 
other widespread states of emergency that might 
drastically limit the possibility of participating in sports.36 
Public health authorities, player associations, leagues and 
sport governing bodies collaborated to negotiate and 
implement “return to play” (RTP) protocols.37 Changes to 
scheduling and competition rules (format, length, number 
of teams, number of players allowed on team rosters, and 
so on),38 along with other policies aimed at protecting the 
health of athletes and the public, may serve as a 
foundation on which to develop effective and responsive 
measures in the event of future pandemics.39 

The COVID-19 pandemic has also pushed sports leagues 
to shift away from their traditional reliance on 
broadcasters and towards more diverse means of 

 
36 Peter Donelly et al., Policy Analysis Tool for Community Sport and Sport for Development in Response to COVID-19 (The Commonwealth, 2021). 
37 World Players Association, “Best Practice Measures to Protect Public and Athlete Health at the Tokyo Olympics”. 
38 Sunil Gulati and Andrew Zimbalist, “COVID-19 was a Game Changer, What Now for the Future of Sport?”, I by IMD, 5 March 2021. 
39 World Players Association, “Covid-19: Supporting the Recovery and Rebuilding of the Global Sport Industry”, 14 October 2020.  
40 Hall. 
41 Gabriel Fernandez, “How Pandemic Insurance is Helping Wimbledon Stave Off the Brunt of the Financial Impact Caused by COVID-19”, CBS Sports, 8 April 

2020. 
42 Jason Scott, “Understanding Wimbledon’s $141M Pandemic Payout”, Athletic Business, 2 June 2020. 
43 Ali Bowes, Lucy Lomax and Jessica Piasecki, “A Losing Battle? Women’s Sport Pre- and Post- COVID-19”, European Sport Management Quarterly 21, No. 3 

(2021): 443–461.  

engaging spectators and generating income. These 
include streaming services, interactive content (such as 
fan commentary and statistical analysis), gambling, and 
virtual technologies such as immersive technologies and 
e-sports.40 Pandemic insurance is likely to become 
simultaneously increasingly popular and difficult to 
obtain, given the massive financial risks to insurers.41 All-
risk event cancellation policies are also likely to be in 
higher demand.42 

Athletes’ ability to organize and to defend their rights as 
employees will continue to advance. Despite an enduring 
gender gap and setbacks resulting from the pandemic,43 
the popularity of women’s sport is likely to continue to 
grow, and with it media coverage, funding, sponsorship, 
prize money and salaries (albeit in a non-linear manner 
and varying from one sport to another). 

  

https://production-new-commonwealth-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/migrated/inline/Commonwealth%20Moves_COVID-19%20%26%20Community%20Sport%20Policy%20Analysis%20Toolkit.pdf
https://uniglobalunion.org/wp-content/uploads/wpa_best_practices_tokyo.pdf
https://www.imd.org/ibyimd/magazine/covid-19-was-a-game-changer-what-now-for-the-future-of-sport/
https://uniglobalunion.org/wp-content/uploads/World-Players-principles-for-recovery-rebuilding.pdf
https://www.cbssports.com/general/news/how-pandemic-insurance-is-helping-wimbledon-stave-off-the-brunt-of-the-financial-impact-caused-by-covid-19/
https://www.athleticbusiness.com/operations/legal/article/15159416/understanding-wimbledons-141m-pandemic-payout
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/16184742.2021.1904267?src=recsys
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 Responses by constituents and partners 

International sectoral responses 

and resources 

At the start of the pandemic, it was proposed that mega-
sporting events continue as planned, given the financial 
investments at stake. The Tokyo 2020 Olympics were 
postponed only after several athletes spoke out and 
action was taken by athlete associations and national 
Olympic committees. Following the initial hesitation by 
some to cancel or postpone competitions, international 
sports federations have generally followed the regulations 
and guidelines of national authorities or international 
organizations such as the WHO.  

To assist their members, sports federations provided 
financial support through actions such as: waiving annual 
membership fees for national federations;44 setting up 
solidarity funds;45 making advanced payments and 
increasing players’ compensation;46 and providing 
interest-free loans and relief funds.47 Other measures 
implemented included publishing guidelines for returning 
to sport, to complement those of governments and public 
health authorities;48 changing the format of competitions 
to minimize travel and contact among athletes;49 and 
providing online courses.50  

The European Council adopted an instrument for 
temporary support to mitigate unemployment risks in an 
emergency, through which they granted loans of up to 
€100 billion to support Member States in extending short-
time work schemes and other similar measures to 
businesses and workers.51 

 
44 International Boxing Association; International Fencing Federation. 
45 International Gymnastics Federation. 
46 International Handball Federation. 
47 International Olympic Committee (US$150 million package); FIFA COVID-19 Relief Plan (US$150 million distributed among 211 national football governing 

bodies); International Paralympic Committee (€1.8 million grant funding available to member organizations in 2021). 
48 International Basketball Federation (FIBA): phased approach to restart. 
49 FIBA and IBU. 
50 FIBA Africa: coaching education. 
51 Katsarova, “How Coronavirus…”.  
52 Grix et al. 
53 Laura Scott and Mandeep Sanghera, “Fans at Sporting Events: Maximum of 4,000 to be Allowed in England”, BBC Sport, 23 November 2020. 

National-level responses: 

governments and federations 

Governments sought to limit the spread of COVID-19 by 
imposing measures including suspending competitions, 
closing sports facilities, and restricting physical activity to 
the home or to specific outdoor public spaces for a limited 
duration, provided that social distancing measures were 
respected. Depending on the sport involved and the 
national context, restrictions were gradually eased 
following lockdown periods with a progressive return to 
activities: competitions first in empty stadiums, then with 
a limited number of spectators, and finally full resumption 
of competition. As an example, during the United 
Kingdom’s second lockdown (November 2020), elite sport 
was allowed to continue behind closed doors.52 Following 
the lockdown, a limited number of spectators were 
permitted in stadiums.53 Other government measures 
included the required wearing of masks, COVID-19 testing 
and mandatory vaccinations. 

Several governments also offered financial support by 
providing one-time payments or low-interest loans; 
waiving or postponing tax, rent and social security 
obligations; and facilitating claims for partial 
unemployment benefits, among other things. Many also 
facilitated the obtention of unemployment compensation 
for workers usually ineligible for benefits (for example 
independent contractors). Some governments facilitated 
online training and education programmes for athletes, 
club directors and federations on themes such as gender 
equality, adapted sports, applications of science and 

https://www.paralympic.org/news/information-para-athletes-and-ipc-members-covid-19
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/55010011
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technology to sport, and institutional strengthening.54 For 
example, at the outbreak of the pandemic, Sport 
Singapore, the country’s sport agency, offered courses 
covering topics such as digital marketing, service 
excellence and sports science.55  

National sports federations also provided financial and 
other forms of support to their members. The Uganda 
Handball Federation, for example, launched a COVID-19 
food relief campaign to support former and current 
players, coaches and administrators severely impacted by 
lockdown.56 

Players’ organizations  

In some cases, players’ organizations participated in 
COVID-related decision-making on issues such as RTP and 
health and safety measures, in collaboration with leagues, 
federations and governments. They negotiated with 
leagues to support their members. For instance, in Major 
League Baseball, the players’ union negotiated with the 
league to determine how to adjust players’ compensation. 
However, many organizations reported inadequate 
consultation, and the majority did not receive financial 
support from governments.57  

During the pandemic there was also collaboration among 
players’ agents, epidemiologists, lawyers, and medical and 
public health experts, leading to the development of RTP 
guidelines. Measures agreed through collective 
bargaining set the industry standard for best practice, as 
identified by leading public health experts, including the 
creation of COVID-19 advisory committees that include 
player associations, governing bodies and experts; full 
and comprehensive insurance for training and 
competition periods; daily testing for athletes; tailored 
treatment and rehabilitation programmes in the event of 
infection; and the development of easy-to-understand 

 
54 Fernando Cáceres Andrés, Sport in the Time of Pandemic: An Ibero-American Perspective (UNESCO Office Montevideo and Regional Bureau for Science in 

Latin America and the Caribbean, 2020). 
55 Sport Singapore, “Sport Industry to Inspire, Transform and Emerge Stronger”, 30 March 2020. 
56 International Handball Federation, “Uganda Handball Federation Launches COVID-19 Food Relief Campaign”, 15 June 2020. 
57 EU Athletes, “Preliminary Research…”; EU Athletes, “Research on the Long-Term Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Players and their Player 

Associations”, June 2022. 
58 World Players Association, “Covid-19: Guiding Considerations for a Safe Return to Work and Play”, 4 June 2020. 
59 Sparrow et al. 
60 NFL, “CDC Publishes Scientific Paper Jointly Authored with the NFL on COVID-19 Lessons from the 2020 Season Applicable Beyond Football”, 25 January 

2021. 
61 FIFPRO, “Playing Our Part: Footballers During the COVID-19 Pandemic”, 16 July 2020. 
62 Hall. 
63 Katsarova, “How Coronavirus…”. 

materials to promote player safety.58 Some of the 
practices developed were used to inform wider public 
health policy.59 For example, revisions to the definition of a 
“close contact” used by the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention in the United States were informed by 
data shared by the NFL and NFL Players Association.60 

Some players’ organizations participated in significant 
social activism and community support initiatives to 
support communities affected by COVID-19. In soccer, for 
example, players’ associations organized to help 
communities at risk by providing food, shelter and 
healthcare equipment and by supporting smaller clubs 
and leagues.61 

Leagues and clubs  

After the cancellation and postponement of competitions 
and the imposition of lockdowns, media consumption 
increased considerably. Sports broadcasters and leagues 
took advantage of this as an opportunity to provide their 
viewers with more and different types of content. Some 
leagues also offered more flexible payment options. 
Others removed their paywall completely. Broadcasters 
and leagues showed classic games, archived content, 
documentaries, e-sports and niche competitions. The NFL, 
for example, made every game since 2009 available for 
streaming on its direct-to-consumer channel. 
Broadcasters and leagues also collaborated to find 
mutually beneficial solutions in the absence of matches, 
such as paying broadcasters compensation, giving them 
additional rights and prolonging agreements.62 
Agreements were put in place to allow the payment of 
fees in instalments or at reduced rates.63 

In the absence of competition, some leagues made 
revenue-sharing arrangements, whereby richer clubs 
provided financial support to lower-tier clubs at risk of 

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000374467_eng
https://www.sportsingapore.gov.sg/Newsroom/Media-Releases/2020/Sport-industry-to-inspire,-transform-and-emerge-stronger
https://www.ihf.info/media-center/news/uganda-handball-federation-launches-covid-19-food-relief-campaign
https://euathletes.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/EUA-REPORT_FINAL_0622.pdf
https://euathletes.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/EUA-REPORT_FINAL_0622.pdf
https://uniglobalunion.org/news_media/uploads/2020/06/wpa_return_to_play_principles.pdf
https://www.nfl.com/playerhealthandsafety/resources/press-releases/cdc-publishes-scientific-paper-jointly-authored-with-the-nfl-on-covid-19-lessons
https://fifpro.org/en/supporting-players/health-and-performance/covid-19/playing-our-part-footballers-during-covid-19/
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bankruptcy. For example, in Germany the four clubs 
participating in the UEFA Champions League agreed to 
provide €20 million to the other clubs in the Bundesliga.64 

When play resumed in empty stadiums, clubs found 
inventive ways to generate income – from selling “virtual 
tickets” to past matches, to making it possible for fans to 
pay to add their names to the club museum and stadium 
bleachers65 or even to have their faces appear on 
mannequins in the stadium,66 while some fans ordered 
cardboard cutouts of themselves to fill the empty seats.67 
In Formula One there was a shift to e-sports, with virtual 
races with professional drivers organized during 
lockdown.68 

Periods of confinement saw coaching and training staff 
employ technology, for example social media platforms, 
to provide home training programmes to facilitate 

 
64 Drewes, Daumann and Follert. 
65 For a study of the situation in Brazil, see Marcos Ulhoa Dani, “Contratos de trabalho desportivos e a pandemia da COVID-19: Análise pelo prisma das 

medidas provisórias 927 e 936 e outras fontes”, Revista do Tribunal Regional do Trabalho da 10ª Região 24, No. 1 (2020). 
66 Jenisej Krnjaic, “The Impact of the Covid Crisis on the Sport Industry”, Marbella International University Centre, 18 August 2020. 
67 Boria Majumdar and Souvik Naha, “Live Sport during the COVID-19 Crisis: Fans as Creative Broadcasters”, Sport in Society 23, No. 7 (2020): 1091–1099. 
68 Alan Baldwin, “Virtual World Races to Fill Sporting Void Left by Coronavirus”, World Economic Forum, 22 March 2020. 
69 Amel Tayech et al., “Second Wave of COVID-19 Global Pandemic and Athletes’ Confinement: Recommendations to Better Manage and Optimize the 

Modified Lifestyle”, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 17, No. 22, article 8385 (2020). 
70 Ghana Football Association, “COVID-19 Effect: How our Women’s National Teams are Coping”. 
71 Hall. 

athletes’ return to practice and competition. Many athletes 
were able to connect virtually with their team staff, 
management and technical staff, as well as with 
psychologists, physiotherapists, doctors and sport 
nutritionists for online training sessions.69 In Ghana, for 
example, athletes from the women’s national football 
team uploaded videos of themselves training as their 
WhatsApp status so that coaching staff could monitor 
their performance and provide feedback.70  

After lockdown measures were loosened, leagues and 
teams with the financial resources to do so (for example 
the NBA) created “training bubbles” in which teams and 
management were isolated from the rest of the 
population.71 

  

https://juslaboris.tst.jus.br/bitstream/handle/20.500.12178/181214/2020_dani_marcos_contratos_trabalho.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://juslaboris.tst.jus.br/bitstream/handle/20.500.12178/181214/2020_dani_marcos_contratos_trabalho.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://miuc.org/impact-covid-crisis-sport-industry/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17430437.2020.1776972
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/03/virtual-world-races-to-fill-sporting-void-left-by-coronavirus/
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/22/8385
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/22/8385
https://www.ghanafa.org/covid-19-effect-how-our-womens-national-teams-are-coping
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 ILO tools and responses 

In 2020, the ILO Global Dialogue Forum on Decent Work in the World of Sport72 adopted points of consensus and made 
several recommendations to governments and the social partners, including on the need to promote effective social 
dialogue; adopt, implement and enforce laws and regulations that ensure fundamental principles and rights at work; 
and create an enabling environment to promote decent work in the world of sport by ensuring equal opportunities and 
conditions regardless of gender, protecting athletes from violence, racism, abuse and discrimination, developing lifelong 
learning programmes, ensuring occupational safety and health, ensuring access to social protection coverage for 
athletes, and safeguarding the rights of children and young people to participate in sport in suitable conditions.  

Importantly, the Global Dialogue Forum also recognized that “[a]ll workers, including athletes, regardless of the type of 
employment relationship, require, as a minimum, to be protected by the fundamental principles and rights at work”.73 In 
this respect, athletes should enjoy the rights set out in the original ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work adopted in 1998:74 freedom of association and collective bargaining and protection from discrimination, 
child labour and forced labour. In June 2022, the International Labour Conference decided to amend the Declaration to 
include “a safe and healthy working environment” in the ILO’s framework of fundamental principles and rights at work.75 
These principles and rights apply to all ILO Member States; for athletes, the framework offers a labour-based path to 
addressing challenges in working conditions in sports, in particular occupational health issues such as COVID-19 
infection. 

  

 
72 ILO, “Global Dialogue Forum on Decent Work in the World of Sport”. 
73 ILO, Points of consensus adopted by the Global Dialogue Forum on Decent Work in the World of Sport, GDFWS/2020/7, 22 January 2020, point 4. 
74 ILO, “ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work”. 
75 ILO, Resolution on the inclusion of a safe and healthy working environment in the ILO’s framework of fundamental principles and rights at work, 

International Labour Conference, 110th Session, 2022. 

https://www.ilo.org/sector/activities/sectoral-meetings/WCMS_667607/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/---sector/documents/meetingdocument/wcms_735388.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/declaration/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/ilc/ILCSessions/110/reports/texts-adopted/WCMS_848632/lang--en/index.htm
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Further information 

The ILO web page “COVID-19 and the World of Work: Sectoral Impact, Responses and Recommendations” provides links 
to key resources, including:  

● ILO sectoral tools and instruments  
● Joint statements and calls for action to fight COVID-19 
● ILO partnerships to fight COVID-19 sector by sector 

 

 

 

https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/coronavirus/sectoral/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/sector/Resources/WCMS_741253/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/sector/Resources/WCMS_741939/lang--en/index.htm
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